What makes QuietSwing Different?

The Bottom-Line:

Our QuietSwing door is factory assembled, pre-hung, and adjusted in the plant. This standard for quality means:

- Reduced installation time which dramatically reduces installation costs
- Single-source responsibility for door, door frame, acoustical seals, hardware and glazing (and any special features)
- In-factory adjustment ensures the highest acoustical performance for each installed door system

Our doors and frames arrive at the site completely factory assembled including pre-glazed acoustical windows, cam-lift hinges, specified hardware, fully mortised bottom seal and magnetic and foam seals on the door leaf and frame.

Cam-lift hinges are installed and adjusted at the factory.

Double glazed window is pre-glazed at the factory.

Magnetic seal and foam seal on the frame is installed at the factory.

Specified hardware is installed at the factory.

Magnetic seal and foam seal on the door leaf is factory installed.

Mortised, adjustable compression seal is installed at the factory.

Two-piece split frame is sized to fit existing rough opening.
Would you rather order a QuietSwing Door or a box of parts?

Ours

Fully assembled door/frame ready to install.

90 minutes
Average field installation time.

Their's

Dozens of pieces requiring field assembly.
Photo illustrates other door manufacturers' shipped product.

7 hours
Average field installation time.

This is what you can expect from some other door manufacturers:

• You are required to assemble the door and frame on-site.

• You are required to install and adjust the hinges, install the seal retention system and install and adjust the sound seals.

• You have to test the door and frame to determine if you installed these components correctly. If not, you have to adjust the seals, hinges and frame until you get it right.

• You are required to purchase the window gazing from another vendor, purchase the hardware from another vendor and coordinate (and become responsible for) field installation.

• Lengthy instructions require numerous pages.
  Our installation instructions are only three paragraphs long!

• You are responsible for field STC performance.

Please contact us for specific product specifications and descriptions. CAD drawings and configurations to meet special requirements are available upon request.

*Represents average installation time, actual time may vary due to field conditions and installer.